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What’s the purpose 
of this report?
According to the EU’s Cross-Border Payments Regulation, 
providers need to inform a customer “prior to the initiation of 
the payment transaction, in a clear, neutral and comprehensible 
manner, of the estimated charges for currency conversion 
services applicable to the credit transfer”.

This report shows that despite these rules, banks still hide the 
bulk of the cost of a transfer in an inflated exchange rate. The 
rate they offer their customers is much worse than the rate you 
see on Google. We’ve put two screenshots side-by-side to 
expose these fees and show consumers get a worse deal than 
they think.



Are banks in Lithuania 
transparent about their fees?
Sending 1,000 EUR to HUF

Company Markup Markup fees Transparency rating

2.70%

2.81%

€27.79 hidden fee

€28.94 hidden fee



Swedbank
● 2.70% mark-up not communicated.

● The total amount deducted from a customer’s account is not shown.

● Swedbank exchange rate presented as the exchange rate, but the bank 
encourages customers (in the fine print) to resort to complicated maths to 
calculate the cost: dividing the currency with the current ECB rate.

● Upfront fee of €13 creates the impression that that’s the only cost.

Sending 1,000 EUR → HUF

Data collected in August 2023

Mid-market
exchange rate

Swedbank
exchange rate

Hidden
markup fee

Stated
transaction fee Real total cost Transparency rating

1 EUR = 393.13974 HUF 1 EUR = 382.5095 HUF
+ 2.70%

€27.79 €13 €30.79



Where Swedbank hides it?

Data collected in August 2023

Complicated maths dividing the 
currency with the current ECB 
rate is required before a 
customer can find out the real 
cost.Creates the impression the only 

cost is €13

Swedbank exchange rate 
presented as the exchange rate. 

2.70% mark-up not communicated.



SEB
● 2.81% mark-up not communicated.

● SEB exchange rate presented as the exchange rate.

● The total amount deducted from a customer’s account is not shown.

● Creates the impression the only cost is €13

Sending 1,000 EUR → HUF

Data collected in August 2023

Mid-market
exchange rate

SEB
exchange rate

Hidden
markup fee

Stated
transaction fee Real total cost Transparency rating

1 HUF = 
0.00255696927 EUR

1 HUF = 
0.00263096796 EUR

+ 2.81%

€28.94 €13 €41.94



Where SEB hides it?

Data collected in August 2023

SEB exchange rate 
presented as the 
exchange rate.

2.81% mark-up not 
communicated.

Creates the impression the only 
cost is €13.



APPENDIX



Collected exchange rate data

EUR → HUF HUF → EUR

SwedbankSEB




